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Our research identifies that there are three groupings of OEMs 

in relation to eMobility ecosystem solutions 

■ The Market Leaders represent the most advanced domestic and public 

charging infrastructure consumer propositions. Typically, these are 

developed in-house. Currently Tesla stands alone in this category. 

■ The Challengers are developing propositions to enable domestic 

energy supply, and domestic and public charging solutions. These are 

often being delivered through strategic partnerships to enable the 

customer experience and some advanced energy services. Nissan, 

Renault, Daimler, Volkswagen, Geely and BMW are in this group.  

■ The Fast Followers are currently meeting the basic customer needs for 

domestic chargepoints and public charging access. Honda, Jaguar 

Land Rover, Hyundai-Kia, Ford, FCA and PSA are in this group.   

 

Executive summary 
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2 ■ All the OEMs are looking beyond the vehicle by developing charging 

solutions and energy service propositions, but the levels of commitment 

and strategy vary significantly.  

■ It is clear that no OEM is ‘doing nothing’ in supporting their electrified 

customers. 

■ OEMs are using either an In-House Approach or a Joint Venture (JV) 

and Partnership Approach.   

■ An in-house approach is high CAPEX but gives the OEM a high degree 

of control to lever their investments in energy products. Leading 

proponents are Tesla, with Volkswagen, BMW Group and Ford. 

■ The JV or partnership approach is a more pragmatic strategy for many 

OEMs who are still primarily focused on scaling up their vehicle 

production. It is less capital intensive but has lower revenue potential.   

Examples include Nissan Renault, Daimler, Geely, Jaguar Land Rover, 

Hyundai-Kia, PSA and FCA.  

■ OEMs with a portfolio of propositions can offer customers attractive 

bundles. Our research indicates that EV customers will be looking for 

simple and convenient solutions to manage their electricity consumption 

– for many customers the vehicle will become their individual biggest 

consumer of electricity. Therefore, OEMs with the right propositions 

may create important competitive advantage.  

■ The electricity system has already entered the energy transition and the 

opportunities associated with the convergence between mobility and 

electricity are developing rapidly. Therefore, those OEMs that can pivot 

their business models and propositions quickly are more likely to secure 

their competitive position for long term success in the eMobility 

ecosystem space.     
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Mapping the OEM activity in the eMobility ecosystem  

identifies varying approaches and strategies to deliver the 

same customer experience 

We looked at the range of OEM approaches to eMobility offerings, and mapped them using the 

products and services they offer across two themes: 

■ Charging Infrastructure Solutions: Facilitating charging at home and in public, either 

through partnerships or own brand solutions. 

■ Energy Services: Providing an electricity tariff (for domestic and public consumption) 

and a more complex, yet more holistic, solution of the energy services ancillaries 

(optimisation of energy usage using a combination of stationary storage, renewable 

generation and home energy management)  

A summary of the mapping is shown in Table 1. 

As discussed below, on the basis of this analysis, we identify three groupings: Market Leaders, 

Challengers and Fast Followers.  

OEM Approaches 
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Table 1:   Automotive OEMs – eMobility ecosystem solutions 

 Domestic Chargepoints Public Charging Domestic Energy Solutions 
Advanced Energy 

Services 
 

Facilitate - 3rd 
party 

Provide for 
free - 3rd 

party  

Facilitate - 
Own brand  

Provide for 
free - Own 

brand  

Provide 
memberships  

Invested in  Facilitate 
Domestic 
Energy 
Supply 

Domestic 
Battery 
Storage 
Solution 

Renewable 
Integration 

Home 
Energy 

Solutions 

Smart 
Charging  
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capability 
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Storage 
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5 Detailing each segment shows us: 

Market Leaders 

Tesla has been a proponent of the in-house approach, by pioneering the OEM foray into the 

energy and infrastructure market. It is reported that the supercharger network is still operating at 

a slight loss. However, with greater vehicle sales volumes and a $/kWh or $/min charge – Tesla 

could be in a position to finally make the CAPEX-heavy supercharger network turn a profit.  

Beyond a substantial convenience to customers by taking away their range anxiety, the 

supercharger network has a very important function for Tesla – it is a ‘sticky’ service. Customers 

value the quick no-hassle plug-and-charge experience and they have a reputation for reliability. 

The foray into domestic stationary storage and renewable generation in the United States (via 

subsidiary Solar City), combined with their domestic charging hardware solutions, means Tesla 

is in a prime position to upsell their energy offerings to customers – by making them want to 

return to buy their next vehicle, as they will already be integrated into their homes. 

 

Challengers 

The Nissan-Renault-Mitsubishi alliance has learned the most in the passenger car EV 

segment in Europe. The Nissan Leaf and Renault Zoe are on their second generations and are 

the most prolific with V2G trials and pilots, battery leasing model experimentation and partnering 

with innovative energy services firms to enable smart charging and tariff bundling for their 

customers. Nissan also announced the xStorage domestic energy storage product to help 

consumers to better manage their energy consumption at home. 

While neither Nissan or Renault have invested in ‘own brand’ public charging propositions, in 

certain markets their partnerships with providers have enabled them to offer this to their 

customers. The Nissan-Renault-Mitsubishi alliance represents a JV and partnership approach 

to eMobility and Energy Service offerings, using strategic partnerships for optimised solutions 

with in-house innovation. 

The Volkswagen Group consists of a number of brands which all have electric vehicles on their 

rollout plans. Volkswagen is also present in the energy space with its subsidiary Elli, providing 

propositions of domestic energy products that are expected to be bundled in with their vehicle 

sales. VW, Audi, Porsche, Skoda and Seat are the key brands that are being electrified, and 

whilst all have their own brand of domestic chargers, public charging partnerships (with own 

branded solutions) and domestic energy solutions, it is not inconceivable that they will all be 

underpinned by the same backbone of Elli and supplier base to attract customers to the relevant 

brand in target markets. 

Daimler has passenger vehicles under its Mercedes and Smart (50% Geely) brands. 

The Mercedes EQC, a premium fully electric SUV was the first full electric Mercedes on the 

market. There are plug-in (PHEV) variants of every car line that Mercedes produces. Mercedes 

customers can purchase a Mercedes branded domestic chargepoint and get access to 

‘Mercedes me Charge’ to support their public charging requirements. Daimler has also been 

investing in public charging roaming platforms and stationary storage projects. 

Smart, which has announced that they will be fully electric from 2020 onwards, also provides a 

domestic chargepoint for free in some markets, and have strategic relationships with public 
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6 charging networks in several markets to provide a hygiene factor of eMobility solutions to their 

customers. 

BMW were one of the first in the small car segment with the launch of the i3. They have grown 

to electrify almost every nameplate they produce, with more electric only products due to be 

launched soon. 

BMW also includes MINI, who produce the MINI electric and PHEV versions of the countryman, 

which are proving to be popular in many markets across the globe. 

BMW offers its customers its own brand of BMW ‘i Wallbox’, with partnerships in different 

markets to support free chargepoints for some of their PHEV range as well.  

The BMW i Wallbox collaborates with the vehicle to enable intelligent departure times and, 

where possible, works with variable rate tariffs and solar optimisation. 

BMW has invested in chargenow, a service that offers a public charging solution to the 

customer, across a variety of public networks. 

In Europe, the Geely brand is represented by Volvo, Polestar, LEVC and Lotus. Vehicles 

currently on sale across the various brands are PHEVs – with full electric vehicles expected to 

be on sale in 2020 from Volvo, Polestar and Lotus.  

Strategic partnerships are set up in each market to provide a domestic charging solution – at 

additional cost to the customer. Again, this is the hygiene factor approach to basic eMobility. 

The Lotus Evija electric hyper car has announced a partnership with Centrica to completely 

manage the customers’ energy ecosystem. Details are still not disclosed, but it is a step in the 

right direction from one of the biggest OEMs in the world. This may be a small-scale pilot for 

trials on other options that might be available at the launch of the full electric models. 

 

Fast Followers 

Jaguar was the first of the premium brands to launch an all-electric vehicle, the I-Pace. Today, 

Jaguar has partners in all markets that it retails the I-Pace in for domestic charging propositions 

– which are available through the retail network. There are local market partnerships with some 

domestic smart charging solutions, and a 2nd life battery project. European customers can also 

access the plugsurfing roaming network for continental public charging. 

Land Rover has launched two high profile PHEVs – the Range Rover & Range Rover Sport 

PHEV with similar partnerships. The Evoque PHEV is expected to follow the same approach. 

This is unsurprising since Jaguar and Land Rover products are retailed from common 

dealerships. 

This approach is capturing the hygiene factors of domestic charging and some public charging 

solutions for customer eMobility. 

Hyundai & Kia have a range of full EV & PHEV models to offer customers. The Hyundai IONIQ, 

Kona and Kia Soul, e-Niro are mass market volume vehicles. 

In most markets, they have a strategic partner to install domestic chargepoints for their 

customers and assist with the installation at home. 

This is another example of the hygiene factor approach to domestic charging. 

The Peugeot-Citroen Group (PSA) & Fiat Chrysler Group (FCA) has very similar approaches 

to their customer propositions; they are building the right vehicles in segments that they know 
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7 well and providing a domestic charging solution for customers by offering free chargepoints and 

installation. Both groups also have partnerships in certain markets for facilitating public charging 

for their customers. 

This simplified approach makes sense because of the hygiene factors required to have a 

minimum value proposition (MVP) at launch for each brand’s first electrified vehicles. 

PSA already has the e-208 and Corsa e on sale, and Fiat announced the fully electric 500 and 

electrified Panda as the first vehicle products from each group. It is worth bearing in mind that 

the PSA-FCA merger is still going ahead, with more synergies expected over time.  

Honda’s first full EV, the well-received Honda e, is due to go on sale imminently. Whilst details 

are scarce on their wider eMobility offerings, a Honda branded domestic wallbox is displayed, 

and they have participated in various V2G technology trials. 

As no details are confirmed, we have classified Honda in the ‘to be revealed’ category. 

Ford’s well received Mustang MACH-E BEV will be launched alongside a Ford branded 

domestic chargepoint solution, available through retailers when the vehicle is ready for delivery. 

No further details on their wider offerings are available at this time. They are a member of 

IONITY, and have been investing in making their future products customer ready. 

 

Observations 

The Market Leader and Challenger groups have the best opportunity to truly embed 

themselves into their customers’ lifestyles, as they become a part of the domestic sphere. 

On average, a consumer is likely to change to a new vehicle every three years, whilst domestic 

installations like boilers, smart meters etc. are replaced every 10 years. 

This creates a pre-existing ecosystem, which can help build brand loyalty, providing repeat 

business and a diversified revenue stream. 

The Market Leaders have made significant upfront CAPEX investments, offering them first 

mover advantage with an all-encompassing strategy, and high reward probability. 

The Challengers typically have a more ‘managed risk’ approach to CAPEX, with a strategic mix 

of in-house and partnership investment. Entering into a maturing marketplace with managed 

risk and the opportunity to scale allows these brands’ growth potential to establish themselves 

as the future market leaders. 

The Fast Followers have a more measured approach to domestic chargepoint facilitation and 

own brand chargepoints. Strategies to access public networks vary and investments and 

partnerships into chargepoint operators vary in their scale. These OEMs currently provide the 

basic needs of domestic chargepoints and public charging (also referred to as ‘hygiene factors’) 

needed for a customer’s eMobility requirements, with a view that the open market will provide 

the choice. 
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8 Whilst no two OEMs are identical in their approach, there are two main themes to how the 

OEMs provide the products and services in the eMobility ecosystem: 

1. The In-House Approach 

An in-house approach involves an OEM investing in developing their own technology. Examples 

include public charging infrastructure, stationary storage, own-branded domestic chargers, a 

2nd-life battery strategy. An energy supply contract is often associated with this – which may be 

‘white labelled’ by strategic partners in each market. 

This represents a well thought out, yet high CAPEX, approach to the entire eMobility 

ecosystem, and provides the OEM the capability to deploy products and services directly to 

their customers, leveraging their investments in energy products. 

This creates a possibility to be beneficial in the longer term with customers valuing the added 

proposition. 

2. The Joint Venture (JV) and Partnership Approach 

The established automakers have focused on building the vehicle, after-sales and 

experimenting with mobility services as priority items before investing in their own EV charging 

and energy services offerings. 

For many OEMs, ‘starting from new’ on every aspect of their electrification journey was never an 

option. They have legacies, and large, complicated, global footprints with pre-existing 

relationships.  

This poses a challenge for a vehicle OEM to pivot their business model to electrification upfront, 

but when they do; their brand, reach and existing relationships will be key to unlocking the 

acceptance of electrified vehicles by consumers. 

Joint venturing and partnerships are keys to success, providing a customer solution that is 

comparable with the In-House holistic approach, but constructed from complementary portions 

of different services. 

It represents the lower risk CAPEX & OPEX approach, with significantly lower profit margins. 

However, the benefits of having the ability to provide an energy and eMobility solution for 

customers will keep their primary revenue stream of selling vehicles healthy.  

Whilst not an OEM, but an OEM-invested solution, IONITY represents Europe’s biggest public 

charging network, designed to make Ultra Fast Charging on major transport corridors easily 

accessible. 

IONITY partner OEMs (VW Group, BMW Group, Daimler Group and Ford) have co-invested in 

the firm, providing their customers with access and discounted rates to charge their vehicles (if 

not free, in the form of miles or kWh).  

With a variety of new vehicles about to be launched, this initiative promotes confidence across 

all the partner brands, that customers can – and will – find a way to charge their vehicle, quickly. 

Range anxiety reduction is a factor that the IONITY service positively affects. 

Vehicles produced by non-IONITY investors can still charge at IONITY stations, but at higher 

costs, providing the investing OEMs with an advantage. 

This split CAPEX approach with multiple invested partners may not return a short-term profit 

directly, but it helps bring the customers to the dealership with the knowledge that there is an 

option for their longer journeys. This may be viewed as an added bonus to the eMobility offering 

from an OEM.  
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An automotive OEM that can rely on the business of a repeat customer puts itself in the best 

position for long term sustainable growth. 

The eMobility ecosystem represents a new revenue stream around the vehicle, diversifying the 

income stream for the OEM with the added benefit of providing a competitive edge. 

As covered previously, the integration into other parts of a customer’s lifestyle may be the 

reason to drive that repeat vehicle sale. 

The grand solution of complete integration with a customer’s energy consumption, and 

optimisation of this via bundled products and services, shared protocols or open innovation is 

something we see few automakers acting on today. However, it is conceivable that once the 

electrified vehicle products become business as usual, they may look to diversify their offerings. 

Tesla’s application for a VPP certificate for the UK heralds its ambition to break into the energy 

space. Alongside news that their vehicles are V2G compatible and are willing to run trials, this 

could be the beginning of the overall energy ecosystem play by Tesla. An interesting space no 

doubt, if they can bring the last remaining vertical, an electricity supply, to the mix. 

VW’s Elli could be in a similar position to offer the complete ecosystem to customers soon; 

trialing ‘energy as a service’ may not be out of reach for the VW group brands. 

Whilst not all the OEMs are likely to offer the same all-encompassing service model, 

partnerships with, and investment into more public charging networks will support their product 

proposition with longer range being expected and longer distances being travelled. 

Honda’s investment in various smart energy players, and Moixa, a stationary storage battery 

provider, should be noted but there are no confirmations on what will be offered to the customer 

at launch yet. 

Honda have the brand cachet to pull off ‘smart’ and they should be able to capitalise on this. 

Their approach to public charging would also be of interest to the end customer, as their first 

vehicle is likely to be bought by urban city dwellers that often will not be able to charge at home.  

There is precedent that public charging players (either kerbside or hub based) may fix the 

‘cannot charge at home’ problem for customers on their own. However, strategic partnerships to 

offer reduced charging costs to the consumer can result in a revenue flow from charge point 

operator to OEM, whilst providing a solution to the customer. 

Our research has shown that customers are already looking at the ‘smart’ aspects of the 

domestic energy ecosystem, and will likely check and make a decision based on seamless 

integration as they look to purchase their plug-in vehicle.  

Smart charging partnerships, variable time of use tariff bundling, stationary storage (in-house or 

partnership), Google Home/ Amazon Alexa integration and smart home device protocol 

integration are all enablers to being more appealing to customers. 

The car may not be the asset that is parked outside and forgotten about till you need it next, 

anymore. 

How Delta-EE sees the 
future for eMobility 
ecosystem solutions  
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With a vehicle usually being the second most expensive item a consumer will purchase in their 

lifetime (after a house), the characteristics of value, appeal and quality matter. The average 

consumer traditionally doesn’t pay much attention to their electricity bills; however, our research 

has shown that consumers are more active in their domestic energy choices immediately after 

considering or purchasing an electrified vehicle. 

This is unsurprising, as the vehicle becomes the biggest consumer of energy in their 

ecosystem. The auto OEMs have an opportunity to truly embed themselves in their customers’ 

lives, and more importantly in their future purchasing habits by providing the right product and 

service to seamlessly fit that consumer’s lifestyle as they already have the infrastructure. 

The ‘Market Leaders’ and ‘Challenger’ groups of OEMs are currently in better positions than the 

‘Fast Followers’ to maximise this opportunity, by being first to market with products and services 

that become synonymous with the EV ecosystem. The ‘Fast Followers’ can provide access to 

domestic and public charging but only with the right strategic partnerships can they also be in a 

position to provide a more encompassing solution direct to customers. 

An OEM can view domestic eMobility energy service offerings as a tiered system, similar to how 

their trim levels differentiate the content of their vehicles:  

• The Top trim level equates to full integration into the energy ecosystem, encompassing 

storage, energy services, renewable integration and an energy supply contract. 

• The Medium trim level is provision of own brand domestic chargepoints with the car, 

with a level of smart charging. 

• The Base trim level is facilitation of 3rd party domestic chargepoints for the customer. 

Every OEM has their own approach with where to position themselves, and may choose to take 

different trim level approaches to different brands. Different vehicle lines in the same brand can 

also be differentiated. Using the FCA Group as example, Fiat branded cars may straddle basic 

and medium, whereas Alfa Romeo branded vehicles may straddle medium and top. Maserati 

would be expected to be in the top category. 

This sort of differentiation allows the natural progression of product and services between 

brands, and vehicle lines, allowing for the customer to choose to upgrade over time, whilst 

maintaining the brand leveling the OEMs have pushed hard to create.  An OEM needs to make 

a conscious decision about what solution they wish to align themselves to, as the eMobility 

solutions market is constantly evolving. The Fast Followers may choose to let the open market 

dictate customer choice, which may be a beneficial approach to them at minimal risk. 

Delta-EE’s work across the new energy landscape – including eMobility, heat, flexibility, 

storage, distribute generation and energy networks – puts us in the perfect position to 

understand the accelerating sector coupling.  We can support auto OEMs seeking to develop 

the most effective eMobility and energy solutions for customers, and help them find the right 

partners and market positioning in the dynamic new energy market.  Alongside their vehicle, 

Delta-EE believe eMobility and energy solutions could quickly become the key differentiator for 

OEMs beyond trim levels and accessories. 

Conclusion 


